
completing the urban structure

tomorrow

barriers become connectors

birdview from the south

today

barriers cut through the area

integration in a green network

competition unfold Rosenstein location Stuttgart, Germany size 85 ha, 

600.500 m² GFA, 5850 units client city of Stuttgart

services masterplan status idea partner Oliver Seidel team Tim Mohr, Sofia 

Hanina, Jakob Bohlen, Kelai Yu cooperation felixx landscape architects 

The project completes Stuttgarts inner city. Like a mosaic, 

three new quarters fit into the existing situation and create an 

extension of the district with a strong and individual character. 

The three new quarters refer structurally to their surroundings 

and create together with their own „centres“ strong identities. 

The common „urbangreen ribbon“ connects the inner part of the 

city with the surrounding and creates a mutual meetingspace. 

By doing so the barrier of the track curve can be dismantled 

and transferred into a new central open space concept with an 

inner green lung. In the new eastern district-seam, the histori-

cal park meets mediating landscape, various leisure offers and 

finally the new district. A central key in the Rosenstein mosaic 

are the large school campuses, which act as joints between the 

new quarters and merge the open-space „seam“ with the „urban 

green ribbon“. In this way the project is embedded in Stuttgarts 

large-scale green system and is at the same time strengthening 

the connection to the Neckar, to Bad Cannstatt and the whole 

city of Stuttgart. 

Unfold Rosenstein
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